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“Truman, Johnson once wistfully explained to me, “never looks back and asks, ‘Should I have done it? Oh! Should I have 
done it!’ No, he just knows he made up his mind as best he could and that’s that. There’s no going back. I wish I had some 
of that quality, for there’s nothing worse than going back over a decision made, retracing the steps that led to it, and 
imagining what it’d be like if you took another turn. It can drive you crazy.” Though rarely voiced, Johnson’s regrets over 
Vietnam were turned over in his mind every day.” 

Doris Kearns Goodwin 
Leadership In Turbulent Times 

 
Dear Friends, 
 

Lyndon Johnson was one of the most gifted politicians of the 20th century. In the opinion of many 
Presidential historians his legislative skill was rivaled only by Abraham Lincoln. The tax cuts of 1964, the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 were all passed despite substantial opposition within 
Johnson’s own Democratic party. Following his landslide election in November 1964, Johnson drove Congress 
to pass landmark legislation at lightning speed in order “to wage a war on poverty, provide economic aid for 
both inner-city slums and distressed rural areas, make medical care available for the elderly and the poor, 
conserve natural resources, and much more.” LBJ’s Great Society went far beyond Roosevelt’s New Deal – 
redefining the relationship between the American people and their government. Nevertheless, within a few short 
years Johnson’s legacy would be in shambles. 
 

President Johnson possessed extraordinary leadership qualities: lead with your strengths, simplify the 
agenda, honor commitments, build reciprocal trust, impose discipline, know when to take risks, when to hold 
back and when to move forward. Above all, Johnson understood better than most men who have occupied the 
Oval Office that the key to governing effectively was to put his ego aside – helping his opponents to get what 
they needed so that he could achieve most of what he wanted. However, when it came to the war in Vietnam, the 
decision-making skills that had guided LBJ’s political success were either ineffective or abandoned by Johnson 
himself. In Vietnam he over-reached.   
 

Perhaps Truman’s approach to decision-making was appropriate for a President. Investors, however, can 
and should revisit their decisions – constantly learning from past mistakes. Long-term investment success 
depends on the ability to be mindful of earlier mistakes but not distracted by them. When a critical turning point 
in the financial markets comes into view, investors who put their ego aside and refuse to over-reach are less 
likely to look back and ask “Should I have done it?” 
 
The Equity Market 
 
 In our last quarterly report, we argued that widespread fears of recession were unwarranted and, 
therefore, a window of opportunity had been opened for common stocks to provide double-digit returns at some 
point in 2019. The recovery came sooner and stronger than we anticipated. In the first quarter the Standard & 
Poors 500 Index rose more than 13% -- almost a complete recovery from the meltdown in late 2018. At the end 
of March, the market benchmark was within a few percentage points of the peak established last September. 
 

We also argued that prudent investors should be willing to forego the final percentage points of 
investment return in order to protect the gains that have been achieved since the bull market began ten years ago. 
Specifically, from the bottom in early March 2009 to the current price level of the S&P 500, common stocks 
have appreciated at a compound annual rate greater than 15%. Including dividends, the annualized total return 
since March 2009 exceeds 17% -- well above the annualized rate of return over the past 50 years (10%). 

 
Finally, our last report outlined the reasons behind the shift in our investment strategy in recent years -- 

from an approach that emphasizes capital appreciation to one that favors capital preservation. We also reviewed 
key elements of our strategy, including greater attention to analysis of the critical variables that drive stock 
prices in the short-term – a framework that we call the Equity Market Checklist. 



  
Our last report focused on two of the primary variables that drive the equity market: the outlook for 

sustainable economic growth and the future path of monetary policy. We also identified some of the risks and 
uncertainties that may trigger the next recession. In this report we consider the outlook for corporate profits and 
inflation, as well as the secondary variables that will impact investment returns over the next 12-24 months.  
 
 The key conclusions from Part I of our review were: (1) the U.S. economy will slow in 2019, but 
expectations for recession are premature, and (2) monetary policy remains supportive of economic growth. 
Indeed, at the last meeting of the Federal Reserve on March 20 policymakers indicated that no additional 
increases in short-term interest rates are likely in 2019. The Fed also confirmed that it would slow the pace at 
which it has been reducing its holdings of Treasury Securities (sometimes referred to as “quantitative 
tightening”) and would end this process altogether in September -- sooner than expected. 
 

Many investors fear that the shift in monetary policy over the last six months indicates that the Fed 
knows something about the economy that investors do not. They don’t. The Fed, like most investors, is haunted 
by the experience of the financial crisis and the Great Recession and, therefore, is unwilling to take actions that 
might put the economy at risk. Indeed, the shift in monetary policy toward greater accommodation, along with 
the recent decline in long-term interest rates, will provide additional stimulus to the economy later this year. 
 
 

The Equity Market Checklist 
Critical Variables In The Outlook for Common Stocks 

Spring 2019 – Part II 
 
Corporate Profits 
 

History confirms a close link between stock price appreciation and the growth rate of corporate profits. 
For example, over the last ten years operating profits for companies in the S&P 500 Index increased at a 
compound annual growth rate of 11.6%. During the same period the price level of the S&P 500 rose from 903 at 
the end of 2008 to just under 2507 at the end of last year – a growth rate of 10.8%. 
 

Many Wall Street analysts and portfolio managers are obsessed with quarterly profit predictions and 
actual results relative to those predictions. However, for the stock market in general there is a disconnect 
between profits and share prices in the short-term. Indeed, the close link between profit growth and share price 
appreciation over the long-term does not hold in the short-term. If you doubt this, then look no further than the 
results of 2018 when the S&P 500 Index fell more than 6% even though profits for these companies rose more 
than 19%. Even the conservative calculations of corporate profits by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), 
which are based on corporate tax returns, show that profits increased over 16% in 2018. 

 
The explanation for this paradox is that financial markets are forward-looking. Thus, strong profit 

growth in 2018 was, in fact, reflected in stock prices in 2017 when the S&P 500 rose 19%. A similar disconnect 
occurred almost 20 years ago. In 2000 corporate profits rose almost 9% and stock prices fell 10%. With 
hindsight, however, it is obvious that the decline in share prices in 2000 was foreshadowing a 30% collapse in 
profits the following year. The key point is that short-term trends for stock prices are driven not by current 
profits, but rather by expectations of 12-month forward-earnings. 

 
Last year’s increase in corporate profits was driven in large part by the cut in corporate tax rates. 

According to BEA data published at the end of March, pretax profits rose 7.8% in 2018. However, taxes on 
corporate income declined 34% -- leading to an after-tax profit gain of 16.2%. As we noted several times last 
year, the sharp cut in corporate tax rates produced a one-time step-up in profits – not a sustainable acceleration 
in the rate of profit growth. For this reason, we have long assumed that profit growth would decelerate in 2019 
to a normal mid-single-digit pace. Over the past few quarters this has also become the consensus expectation 
among investors. Indeed, the decline in estimated forward-earnings growth over the past year, from double-digit 
to mid-single-digit, was a key factor in the decline in share prices in 2018. Similarly, the trend for stock prices 
over the balance of 2019 will be largely driven by the outlook for profits in 2020. 

 
2. 



 
Whether or not corporate earnings increase again next year depends mostly on the outlook for the 

economy. History indicates that corporate profits rarely decline unless the economy is in recession. We believe 
that the probability of an economic downturn in 2020 is greater than in 2019. However, if the slower pace of 
economic growth in the first half of this year is temporary (and we believe it is), then stronger GDP growth in 
the second half will probably lead to more optimistic profit expectations for next year. The key point is that 
stock prices will receive a tailwind if the timing of the next recession is pushed further into the future – causing 
investors to lift their expectations for forward-earnings over the next few quarters. 

 
There is, however, one important caveat in the profit outlook. The ability of American companies to 

sustain record profit margins late in the economic expansion has been one of the most surprising developments 
of the current cycle. This is likely to come to an end over the next 12-24 months. 

 
The single biggest expense for most companies is labor. On March 8 the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

(BLS) reported that average hourly earnings increased 3.4% over the previous 12 months. In late January the 
BLS reported that the Employment Cost Index (a measure of total labor compensation that includes benefits) 
rose 2.9% in the fourth quarter of 2018. Given the acceleration in average hourly earnings over the last several 
months, the next report of the Employment Cost Index (late April) is likely to show that total labor 
compensation is rising faster than 3%. Whether or not U.S. companies will be able to sustain high profit margins 
in the face of higher labor costs will depend on two variables – labor productivity and the ability to raise prices. 
Productivity gains typically diminish in the later years of an economic expansion because many people who join 
the labor force at that point are less skilled. Also, few companies have the ability to raise prices sufficiently to 
offset higher labor costs due to competitive pressures. Finally, inflation also tends to increase later in the 
business cycle due to resource constraints, but few companies enjoy sufficient pricing flexibility to offset broad-
based cost increases.  
 
Conclusion: Corporate profits should increase modestly in 2019 and forward 12-month profit assumptions will 
be revised upward if the current slower pace of economic growth proves to be another temporary pause that 
refreshes. However, by this time next year expectations for forward-earnings may again be under pressure due 
to an erosion of profit margins and a higher probability that the next recession may begin in 2020 or 2021. 
 
Inflation 
 

The two most frequently cited measures of inflation are the Consumer Price Index (CPI), provided by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Personal Consumption Expenditures Index (PCE), calculated by the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis. Headline CPI and PCE data often provide a misleading view of the underlying 
rate of inflation because of food and energy – two highly volatile components. Therefore, both indexes are also 
reported with adjustments to exclude changes in food and energy prices.  The Federal Reserve is said to favor 
Core-PCE as the best measure of inflation, in part because the CPI assigns a very large weight to the cost of 
shelter (over 30%) – which is actually a fixed expense for many homeowners. Nevertheless, the CPI remains the 
most widely followed and most frequently quoted measure of inflation. 

 
Shown below is the year-to-year percentage change in the CPI and the Core-CPI over the last 12 months 

-- March 2018 through February 2019. Both headline CPI and the core rate rose in the first half of 2018 as the 
pace of economic growth accelerated. However, headline inflation has fallen sharply since the middle of last 
year -- largely because of lower energy prices. Meanwhile, Core-CPI has held steady at just over 2% for several 
months even as the pace of economic growth decelerated from 4.2% in the second quarter to only 2.2% in the 
fourth quarter. The slower pace of growth is even more apparent in the data for Real Final Sales (i.e. GDP 
excluding changes in business inventories) which fell from 5.4% in Q2 to only 2.1% in Q4.  
 
 
  March 2018  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Feb. 2019 
CPI  2.4% 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.6 1.5 
Core-CPI 2.1% 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 
 

3. 
 



 
Inflation is a lagging indicator and, as noted above, typically accelerates later in the business cycle when 

unemployment is low, wages accelerate, supplies of raw materials are tighter, and fewer companies have excess 
productive capacity. Indeed, the combination of slower economic growth and relatively steady core inflation 
noted above implies that there is little if any excess capacity (or slack) in the U.S. economy.    

 
In previous reports we have cited an outstanding analysis by MRB Partners, the Montreal-based 

research firm, regarding a secular shift in the underlying forces that drive inflation. For most of the last ten years 
almost all of these factors (economic growth & slack, monetary policy & financial conditions, globalization, 
foreign exchange relationships, technology & productivity, wage pressures, commodity prices, and asset prices) 
have been putting downward prices on inflation. Over the last few years almost all of these factors have begun 
to shift – putting upward pressure on inflation. This secular trend toward higher rates of inflation is slow-
moving and may not influence monetary policy, long-term interest rates, or equity valuations in the short-term. 
However, many investors are not aware of the secular shift in underlying inflation pressures, and, therefore, are 
likely to be surprised if/when a cyclical increase in inflation takes hold. Indeed, higher headline CPI in early 
2018 triggered a sharp increase in long term interest rates and a swift decline in share prices. 

 
Conclusion: The outlook for inflation may be the single most important variable for financial markets over the 
next several years. In the short-term even a modest acceleration is likely to take investors and policymakers by 
surprise given widespread complacency and the recent deceleration in headline inflation data. 

 
Secondary Variables 
 
Fixed Income Alternatives: Prospective returns for bonds are very poor with the yield for ten-year Treasury 
securities now under 2.5%. This implies an advantage for equities vs. bonds in the short-term. However, when 
interest rates rise to normal levels the increase will also (eventually) undermine profit growth and share prices. 
 
Corporate Balance Sheets: A long period of very low interest rates has encouraged greater financial leverage 
across the corporate sector – especially among smaller companies. Although the increase in private sector debt 
may not be a catalyst for recession, it will exacerbate the downturn in profits and hinder economic recovery. 
 
Fiscal Policy: Tax cuts and higher government spending provided a strong fiscal policy stimulus in 2018. The 
non-partisan Congressional Budget Office estimates that the federal budget deficit will reach $970 billion in 
fiscal 2019. Large and growing budget deficits late in an economic expansion suggest that the capacity of the 
federal government to support the economy during the next recession will be significantly diminished. 
 
Investor Sentiment: The latest decline in long-term interest rates (and increase in bond prices) is an indication 
that most investors remain extremely cautious. Further, an index compiled by State Street Corporation, one of 
the largest custodians of investment accounts, suggests that investor sentiment plummeted late last year to levels 
even lower than during the Financial Crisis. However, investor sentiment is a contrary indicator. Thus, extreme 
negative sentiment helps to explain the abrupt recovery in stock prices since the start of the year. 

 
Valuation: Although changes in equity valuation, along with profit growth, are the two most important 
determinants of long-term returns, valuation provides little insight to the near-term direction of stock prices. 
Common stocks, individually and as a group, can remain significantly overvalued or undervalued for very long 
periods. Moreover, stock prices often go to extremes. For example, by the end of 2008 the S&P 500 had already 
declined more than 40% from its peak in October 2007 and the forward price-to-earnings ratio for the Index was 
just over 15x – in-line with the long-term average. Nevertheless, share prices fell another 25% in early 2009. 
Current equity valuations are reasonable, but only in the context of unsustainably low long-term interest rates. 
 
Final Word: History shows that the later years of an economic expansion are almost always accompanied by 
substantial returns for common stocks. For example, the S&P 500 provided a 24% total return in the 18 months 
leading up to the start of the last recession in December 2007. The average 18-month total return leading up to 
the start of the last 10 recessions has been over 18%. Nevertheless, short-term stock market predictions are 
usually a lesson in humility. So too is the experience, eventually, for investors who over-reach. 

 
Rocky Clark and Michael Stuart    March 31, 2019     S&P 500: 2834.40 


